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OF AMERICHOICE OF GEORGIA, INC., N/K/A  

UNITEDHEALTHCARE COMMUNITY PLAN OF GEORGIA, INC. (“UNITED”) 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In relevant part, United’s Protest and Supplemental Protest assert that Humana 
Employers Health Plan of Georgia, Inc. (“Humana”) should have been disqualified as 
non-responsive based upon Humana’s alleged failure to meet requirements of the RFQC 
and RFP related to qualifications, and Humana’s alleged failure to attach the E-Verify 
Affidavit for its material subcontractor, Beacon Health Strategies, LLC (“Beacon 
Health”).  As explained in more detail below, these arguments are incorrect.  Humana is 
fully qualified for a contract award in this procurement. 

II. HUMANA SHOULD NOT BE DISQUALIFIED AS A RESULT OF 

UNITED’S PROTEST. 

 A.   ANY PROTEST REGARDING THE RFQC IS A NULLITY. 

The Georgia Department of Community Health (“DCH”) initially released the 
Georgia Families Care Management Organization Request for Qualified Contractors ES-
RFQC-40199-465 (the “RFQC”) on November 10, 2014.  The RFQC sought to pre-
qualify Care Management Organizations (“CMOs”) for the State’s Medicaid program 
based upon certain mandatory requirements.  DOAS included Humana on the List of 
Qualified Suppliers released on December 15, 2014. 
 
   Although the RFQC incorporated the protest rules contained in Section 6.5 of the 
Georgia Procurement Manual, see RFQC, § 2.1.9, no protests were filed to challenge the 
RFQC NOIA before the deadline of December 26, 2014.  Accordingly, United can no 
longer challenge Humana’s response to the RFQC.  See Georgia Procurement Manual, § 
6.5.2.  That is not a viable basis for a protest to the subsequent RFP. 
 
 To the extent United challenges Humana’s use of its Mi Salud Medicaid contract 
with the Puerto Rico Medicaid Department, based on that contract’s expiration in June 
2013, it was proper for Humana to use it.  In conjunction with Humana’s Medicaid 
contract in Florida, and the Puerto Rico Platino program (discussed further below), 
Humana had aggregate average Medicaid membership of 475,876 members per month 
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for the full calendar years 2009-2013, even with the expiration of the Mi Salud contract 
six months before the end of that five calendar year span.  That sufficed to meet the 
experience requirements at the RFQC stage and the RFP did not include an additional 
experience requirement for qualifying to respond.1   
 

B.   HUMANA PROPERLY RESPONDED TO MANDATORY SCORED 
QUESTION NO. 9 IN THE RFP. 

 
On February 9, 2015, DCH released RFP No. 41900-DCH0000100 (Georgia 

Families & Georgia Families 360° Care Management Organization) (the “RFP”).  The 
RFP solicited responses for two separate contracts, the Georgia Families CMO (“GF 
Contract”) and the Georgia Families 360° CMO (“360 Contract”), which relates to the 
population of children in foster care.  Only those CMOs which were qualified through the 
RFQC process were eligible to respond to the RFP.        

 
In the RFP, Mandatory Scored Question No. 9(a) addresses references as follows 

below: 

Provide client references as follows: 

a. Provide a minimum of three (3) different client 
references for Supplier, using the reference form provided as 
Attachment M to the RFP, for which Supplier has 
successfully provided services under capitated risk-based 
contracts with Medicaid agencies to support a program or 
initiative that has an aggregate average membership per year 
of at least four hundred thousand (400,000) Members per 
month within the last five (5) consecutive calendar years.  
Supplier may only submit client references where Supplier is 
the Prime Contractor and continues to have current and active 
client contracts….       

See RFP, Attachment Q, Mandatory Scored Question No. 9(a).  Humana was responsive 
to this Question. 

Humana’s Attachment M, attached as Exhibit 1 hereto, correctly listed only 
                     
1 Moreover, United’s suggestion that Humana should have identified the Mi Salud contract as a 
terminated contract in response to RFP Question No. 16 is incorrect.  United cites as its source a 
Caribbean Business article which states very clearly that “the Mi Salud contracts [are] not being 
renewed.”  See Caribbean Business (Aug. 1, 2013) article available at 
http://caribbeanbusinesspr.com/news/humana-cuts-329-jobs-on-mi-salud-exit-87219.html (emphasis 
added).  There is a difference between contracts that expire and contracts that are terminated, and RFP 
Question No. 16 only requires identification of the latter.  
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references for “current and active” Humana Medicaid contracts.  Humana was allowed to 
list Puerto Rico as a reference because Humana has a current and active contract for the 
Territory’s Platino program, where Humana provides fully-capitated comprehensive 
Medicaid benefits for dual eligible members.  Humana’s response to Question No. 9 in 
the RFP reported current membership in Puerto Rico limited to the Platino contract 
(30,962).  Humana did not use its Mi Salud contract as its Puerto Rico reference, for the 
very reason that – unlike the Platino contract – the Mi Salud contract is no longer in 
effect.  

 Regardless, at the RFP stage Humana’s response to Question No. 9 would not be a 
basis for disqualification.  Rather, because Question No. 9 is a Mandatory Scored 
Question, Humana’s response is subject only to more or less points in the RFP scoring.  
See Georgia Procurement Manual, § 5.6.3.2 (“The technical responses are first evaluated 
on a pass/fail basis to determine each supplier’s compliance with administrative and 
mandatory requirements.  Of those responses meeting the administrative and mandatory 
requirements, the “Mandatory scored” and “Additional scored” responses are then scored 
to determine the relative technical value of each supplier’s response.”).  DOAS 
announced its intention to adhere to the distinction between scored responses and 
pass/fail requirements in response to a suppliers’ question:  

Question No. 74: Please clarify whether a supplier that 
submits less than the minimum 
references for “part a – client references” 
can still be considered responsive for 
Georgia Families 360. 

Response: Responsive means the Supplier, whether 
a company or an individual, has 
submitted a timely offer which 
materially conforms to the requirements 
and specifications of the solicitation.  
Responsiveness to the proposal is not 
determined by the quality of a reply to a 
portion of an additional scored 
question. 

Suppliers’ Q&A (First Round), No. 74 (emphasis added).  This approach is consistent 
with the clear rules laid down in the Georgia Procurement Manual, the RFP, and 
precedent in both the Georgia Supreme Court and DOAS protest decisions.  Just last year, 
for example, former DOAS Assistant Commissioner Leslie Lowe denied a protest 
involving the winning bidder’s claimed failure to satisfy the RFP’s reference 
requirement, writing as follows: 
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Securus and GTL contend that Telmate’s proposal was non-
compliant because the services provided by Telmate to its 
identified references were insufficient in that they were not 
comparable to the services sought under the RFP.  As 
required under the RFP, Telmate provided three references 
that were current contracts and that had been under contract 
with Telmate for a minimum of a year.  With regards to the 
evaluation of those references and the determination that the 
services are provided are of a comparable matter and 
otherwise responsive, I find no reason to substitute my 
judgment for that of the [Georgia Department of Corrections] 
who has managed the inmate telephone contract for a dozen 
years. 

See August 12, 2014 Decision in RFP No. 46700-GDC00000609 (Inmate Telephone 
Services), p. 7, attached as Exhibit 2.2   

Finally, United’s argument that DCH may have failed to check Humana’s 
references is also misplaced.  United argues that Humana’s qualifications are suspect 
because DOAS has not produced evidence that each and every reference was checked 
under Section 5.6.5.1 of the Georgia Procurement Manual.  Such an assumption is 
counter to what has been the law in this state for over a century.  O.C.G.A. § 1-3-1(c) (“A 
substantial compliance with any statutory requirement, especially on the part of public 
officers, shall be deemed and held sufficient, and no proceeding shall be declared void for 
want of such compliance, unless expressly so provided by law.”); Accord Irvin v. 
Gregory, 86 Ga. 605, 13 S.E. 120, 121 (1891).  See also Selph v. Williams, 284 Ga. 349, 
352, 667 S.E.2d 40 (2008) (“there is a presumption of regularity that requires the courts 
to presume that public officers have properly discharged their official duties.”).  
Consistent with this rule, DOAS has resisted an overly rigid application of the Georgia 
Procurement Manual in favor of a flexible, common sense approach.  See, e.g., May 30, 
2014 Decision by DOAS Commissioner Sid Johnson in RFP No. eRFP-40800-14, n.1, 

                     
2 Relatedly, even had Humana’s response contained a technical deviation, DCH would have had the 
discretion to waive the deviation.  See Georgia Procurement Manual, § 5.6.2.1 (A proposal must only 
“materially conform” to the RFP requirements, and the State Entity “is permitted to waive minor 
informalities in the supplier’s response as well as certain administrative requriements, if doing so is in the 
best interest of the state.”  Importantly, it is DCH – and not United or even DOAS – that must “determine 
whether the deviation is material” see id., because DCH is in a much better position to police compliance 
with its own specifications.  See, generally, R.D. Brown Contractors v. Bd. of Educ. of Columbia Cnty., 
280 Ga. 210, 213-14, 626 S.E.2d 471 (2006) (“As the genesis of the specification concerning a list of 
subcontractors is solely by the Board, we see no reason why the Board could not determine that it was not 
a material requirement, but rather a technicality that could be waived.”).  Upon determining that a 
deviation is immaterial, the State Entity must evaluate the proposal “as if no deviation had occurred.”  See 
Georgia Procurement Manual, § 5.6.2.1. 



attached as Exhibit 3 ("Although the State is bound by the terms of the [Georgia 
Procurement] Manual, without some degree of discretion, ability to allow deviation, and 
innate flexibility embedded in the procurement process, the process would be 
unmanageable."). 

C. HUMANA COMPLIED WITH ALL E-VERIFY REQUIREMENTS. 

United's additional argument that Humana failed to submit an E-Verify Affidavit 
for its material subcontractor, Beacon Health, is incorrect. A true and correct copy of the 
Beacon Health E-Verify Affidavit is attached as Exhibit 4. The Affidavit was an 
attachment to the Humana proposal that was uploaded to the Team Georgia Marketplace 
electronic portal on May 20, 2015. In fact, this Affidavit was released by DQAS in its 
initial production of the unredacted proposals. See September 10, 2015 DOAS 
Production, Disk 3. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Humana's response to the RFQC, which was accurate, is settled and cannot be 
challenged in this protest. Humana's references in response to Mandatory Scored 
Question No. 9 were proper, but even if that were not the case, disqualification would not 
be the result. Last, Humana complied with all E-Verify requirements by submitting 
proper affidavits for itself and for its material subcontractor, Beacon Health. 
Accordingly, United's protest of Humana's qualification for a contract award should be 
denied. 

Respectfully submitted, this 13th day of 0 

Robert B. Remar 
Georgia Bar No. 600575 
rrernar@rh-law.com 
Michael L. Eber 
Georgia Bar No. 859338 
meber@rh-la ;v.com 
ROGERS & HARDIN LLP 
2700 International Tower 
229 Peachtree Street NE 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
Phone: ( 404) 4 20-4631 
Fax: ( 404) 230-0966 

COUNSEL FOR HUMANA EMPLOYERS 
HEALTH PLAN OF GEORGIA, INC. 
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Attachment M 
Georgia Families Supplier Client Reference Form 

Material Supplier Name: Humana Employers Health Plan of Georgia, Inc. 

Name and Title of Individual Completing Form: Michael L. Cotton, Vice President, Medicaid and Dual Eligibles 

Supplier Contact Telephone Number: (502) 476-3376 

Supplier Contact Email Address: mcotton2@humana.com 

The Supplier must complete all sections of the table below as required in Attachment G of the RFP1.   

State 

Name of 
Supplier’s 
Medicaid 
Managed 

Care 
Health 
Plan2 

Term of 
Contract 
(Start to 

end date) 

Brief 
Description of 

Services 

Average 
Number of 
Medicaid 
Members 

per Month 

Name and Title 
of Contact for 

Client 
Reference3 

Client  Reference 
Business Address Client Reference Contact Information 

Florida Humana 
Medical 
Plan, Inc. 

September 
2006 – 
present 

Medicaid 
benefits for 
the TANF 
population 

151,805 Jennifer E. 
Courtney, 
Medicaid 
Operations, 
SMMC Plan 
Management 

Florida Agency 
for Health Care 
Administration   
2727 Mahan 
Drive 
Tallahassee, FL 
32308 

Telephone: (850) 412-4067 
Email 
Address: jennifer.courtney@ahca.myflorida.com 
Fax Number: (850) 410-1676 

Florida American 
Eldercare, 
Inc. 

September 
2014 – 
present 

The Medicaid 
Long-Term 
Care Managed 

12,960 Phyllis Davis, 
Contract 
Manager 

AHCA Bureau of 
Health Systems 
Development 

Telephone: (850) 412-4207 
Email 
Address: Phyllis.davis@ahca.myflorida.com 

1 Supplier may only submit client references where Supplier is the Prime Contractor and continues to have current and active client contracts.  References where Supplier 
is providing services under grants, demonstrations or pilot programs or initiatives or where Supplier’s contract to provide services is terminated or no longer active will not 
be considered.  The Supplier may consider the experience of subsidiaries of the Supplier’s Parent Company when submitting references.  References from proposed 
Subcontractors may not be submitted to meet this requirement.  The Georgia Department of Community Health cannot be submitted as a reference.   
2 The name of the health plan as it appears on the contract with the state agency. If this is a different name than that being used by the Supplier, both entities must be 
under the control of the same Parent Company. 
3 The reference must be knowledgeable about the contract and its terms, and be accessible to DCH.    
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Attachment M 
Georgia Families Supplier Client Reference Form 

State 

Name of 
Supplier’s 
Medicaid 
Managed 

Care 
Health 
Plan2 

Term of 
Contract 
(Start to 

end date) 

Brief 
Description of 

Services 

Average 
Number of 
Medicaid 
Members 

per Month 

Name and Title 
of Contact for 

Client 
Reference3 

Client  Reference 
Business Address Client Reference Contact Information 

Care Program 
provides long 
term care 
services to the 
elderly or 
disabled 
population 
ages 18 and 
up 

2727 Mahan 
Drive 
Tallahassee, FL 
32308 

Fax Number: (850) 410-1676 

Florida Humana 
Comfort 
Choice 

November 
2013 – 
Present 

The Medicaid 
Long-Term 
Care Managed 
Care Program 
provides long 
term care 
services to the 
elderly or 
disabled 
population 
ages 18 and 
up 

4,013 Phyllis Davis, 
Contract 
Manager 

AHCA Bureau of 
Health Systems 
Development 
2727 Mahan 
Drive 
Tallahassee, FL 
32308 

Telephone: (850) 412-4207 
Email 
Address: Phyllis.davis@ahca.myflorida.com 
Fax Number: (850) 410-1676 

Puerto 
Rico 

Humana 
Health Plan 
of Puerto 
Rico, Inc. 

January 
2006 – 
Present 

Medicaid 
benefits for 
dual eligible 
members 
through the 
Platino 
program 

30,962 Sandra Pena, 
Deputy Director 

Programa 
Medicaid 
Departamento de 
Salud 
P.O. Box 70184 
San Juan, PR 
00936 

Telephone: (787) 474-3300 x3002 
Email Address: spena@asespr.org 
Fax Number: (787) 474.3345 
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Attachment M 
Georgia Families Supplier Client Reference Form 

State 

Name of 
Supplier’s 
Medicaid 
Managed 

Care 
Health 
Plan2 

Term of 
Contract 
(Start to 

end date) 

Brief 
Description of 

Services 

Average 
Number of 
Medicaid 
Members 

per Month 

Name and Title 
of Contact for 

Client 
Reference3 

Client  Reference 
Business Address Client Reference Contact Information 

Kentucky Humana 
Health 
Plan, Inc. 

January 
2013 – 
June 2015 

Renewable 
for initial 
contract 
period for 
four (4) 
additional 
one (1) 
year 
periods 

Medicaid 
benefits for 
the TANF and 
expansion 
population 

67,131 Lisa Lee, 
Commissioner 

Department for 
Medicaid 
Services 
275 East Main 
Street, 6W-A 
Frankfort, KY 
40206 

Telephone: (502) 564-4321 
Email Address: Lisa.Lee@ky.gov 
Fax Number: (502) 564-0509 

Illinois Humana 
Health 
Plan, Inc. 

February 
2014 – 
present 

Medicaid 
benefits for 
seniors and 
persons with 
disabilities 

2,013 Laura Ray, 
Manager, 
Managed Care 
Programs 

Department of 
Human Services 
401 South 
Clinton Street 
Chicago, IL 60607 

Telephone: (217) 524-7478 
Email Address: laura.ray@illinois.gov 
Fax Number:  (217) 524-7535 
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NatKan Deal

Governor

Georgia®

Department of

Administrative Services

Cmlomr Focused, Perfermmm Dmw
Sid Johnson

Conunissioner

August 12, 2014

Via Email: Jason.richev@.klgates.com

Jason L. Richey, Esq.

Via Email: William.wickard@klgates.com

William D. Wickard, Esq.

K&L Gates LLP

K&L Gates Center

210 Sixth Avenue

Pittsburgh, PA 15222

Josh Belinfante - ibelinfante@robbinsfirm.com

Kimberly K. Anderson - kanderson@robbinsfirm.com

Matthew T. Parrish - mparrish@robbinsfirm.com

Alexander Denton - adenton@.robbinsfirm.com

Robbins Ross Alloy Belinfante Littlefield LLC

999 Peachtree Street, NE, Ste. 1 120

Atlanta, GA 30309

Via Email: bbrown@.brucer)brownlaw.com

Bruce Brown, Esq.

Bruce P. Brown Law LLC

309 N. Highland Ave., Ste. A

Atlanta, GA 30307

Via Email: mmaguire@pcwlawfirm.com

J. Matthew Maguire, Jr.

Jennifer K. Coalson - icoalson@pcwlawfirm.com

Parkes, Chesin & Walbert, P.C.

75 Fourteenth St., Ste. 2600

Atlanta, GA 30309

Re: Request for Proposals No. 46700-GDC0000609 Inmate Telephone Service

Dear Counselors:

This letter is a consolidated response to the protests that Securus Technologies Inc. ("Securus") and
Global Tel*Link ("GTL") have filed with respect to the above referenced request for proposals ("RFP").
For the reasons that follow, it is my decision to deny both protests.

1. Background:

The Georgia Department of Corrections ("GDC") issued Request for Proposals No. 46700-GDC0000609
on July 16, 2013 to procure a supplier to provide comprehensive inmate telephone service. The resulting
contract would have an initial term of three years, with the option of being renewed for up to four one-
year terms. Proposals were evaluated by a team, clarifications were requested, demonstrations were

conducted, proposals were rescored, and then best and final offers were obtained from the three offerors
who were determined to be reasonably susceptible for an award, Securus, GTL, and Telmate, LLC

("Telmate"). Upon conclusion of the process, GDC determined that Telmate's proposal was most
advantageous to the state and issued a Notice of Intent to Award. GTL and Securus subsequently
protested the award based on the claims below.

Claims Related to the Evaluation of Cost Proposals

Securus asserts that the scoring methodology employed by GDC to evaluate cost proposals violated the
terms of the RFP and Georgia law and was arbitrary and capricious. For the following reasons, I disagree:

200 Piedmont Avenue SE • Suite 1308 West Tower

Atlanta, Georgia 30334-9010
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Section 6.3.1 of the RFP provides two different options for scoring cost proposals, on an overall basis or

at the category/subcategory/line level, allowing the State Entity to assign the maximum score per
category/subcategory/line for the most competitive proposal:

The cost proposal may be scored on an overall basis or at the category/subcategory/line level (as

applicable) relative to other proposals. The supplier deemed to have the most competitive cost

proposal overall, as determined by the State Entity, will receive the maximum weighted score for

the cost criteria. In the alternative, in the event the cost proposal is scored at the category,

subcategory or line level, the State Entity may assign the maximum score per

category/subcategory/line for the most competitive proposal at that level. Other proposals will

receive a percentage of the weighted score based on the percentage differential between the

most competitive costproposal and the specificproposal in question. (Emphasis added)

Securus concludes that it provided the most competitive cost proposal based on evaluation of an "overall"

basis rather than "category basis". However, as permitted by the RFP, GDC elected to score at the
category level. Scoring at the category level is often utilized in competitive procurement when criteria

are not of equal importance, as the methodology enables criteria to be weighted based on significance.

While the outcome may not result in the proposal with the lowest overall cost,1 or in this case, greatest
overall revenue, it does not follow that the methodology is irrational or arbitrary.

GDC allocated points to the categories of commission rate, financial incentive, and monthly minimum

guarantee. Securus does not argue that the categories were irrational, but rather that the point allocation

for each category was irrational. The point allocations were developed by GDC, the state agency that has

managed the inmate telephone contract for the past twelve years in conjunction with its consultant for this

project, Praeses, LLC, a company with considerable experience related to inmate telephone systems,

including conducting competitive procurements on behalf of other states' Departments of Corrections.

On their face, the point allocations do not appear to be arbitrary or capricious.2
GTE argues that since GDC did not take into account the "time value of money", the evaluation of cost

proposals was flawed.

The cardinal rule in the state's evaluation of proposals is that the state is bound by the terms of the RFP.3
As required under Section 3.5.8.3 of the Georgia Procurement Manual, the evaluation criteria, including

1 Securus asserts that all things being equal, Securus would provide more revenue. With regards to the projected revenue difference that
Securus provided, these numbers are not certain, as Praeses' projection was based on historical data. For example, Securus's assumption does

not factor in the variable component of a vendor's efforts in increasing call volume.

2 The monthly commission rate, which GDC anticipated would be the main source of revenue, was allocated the most points (150 pts). The
monthly minimum guarantee, which was included as a sort of "insurance policy", and which GDC anticipated would be a fairly low dollar

amount because of risk allocation, was allocated half of the points of the monthly minimum guarantee (75pts). Those two categories which

are mutually exclusive because the successful vendor will be providing payment of either the commission rate or the monthly minimum

guarantee each month, were allocated a total of 225 points. The category of financial incentive, which was additional monetary benefit above

and beyond the monthly commission or minimum guarantee, was allocated 125pts, a little over 1/3 of the points.

3 See IBM v. DOAS 265 Ga. 215 (1995)
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the cost proposal scoring methodology, were finalized prior to the closing date of the RFP. The RFP
provided GDC with the discretion to score the RFP at the category level, and GDC developed a

reasonable scoring methodology and correctly applied that scoring methodology in its evaluation to
determine the most competitive cost proposal. GDC did not include the "time value of money" in the

cost proposal scoring methodology that was developed prior to the closing date of the RFP, so it was not
possible for it to employ that criteria in its evaluation of the proposals.

GTL asserts that Telmate's cost proposal was based on "wildly irresponsibly and unrealistic

presumptions," which GTL attributes to Telmate's inexperience. Since Securus maintained the highest

score for both the monthly minimum guarantee and the monthly commission rate, GTL's argument does
not appear to have merit. In addition, Telmate is bound by the terms to which it agreed, so Telmate

would be responsible for providing the monthly minimum guarantee amount and the incentive amount,

even if Telmate did not meet its projected numbers.

2. Claims Related to Deviations in Telmate's Mandatory Scored Response

Securus asserts that Telmate's proposal does not meet the all of the requirements set forth in the
Mandatory Scored section of the RFP, and thus should be disqualified pursuant to Section 4.4 of the RFP.

Securus 's rigid standard does not incorporate the discretion that is provided to the evaluation team in
Section 6.2.1 of the RFP:

The Evaluation Team will review each proposal in detail to determine its compliance with

mandatory eRFP requirements. Responses to both "Mandatory" and "Mandatory Scored"

Questions will be evaluated on a pass/fail basis. If a proposal fails to meet a mandatory and/or
mandatory scored eRFP requirement, the State Entity will determine if the deviation is material.

A material deviation will be cause for rejection of the proposal. An immaterial deviation will be

processed as if no deviation had occurred.

Absent an abuse of discretion in making a determination regarding materiality, I will defer to GDC's
decision, as the standard for reviewing the evaluation of proposals has long been one of deference to any

reasonable judgment of the evaluation team.4 I do not find the deviations alleged by Securus to indicate
an abuse of discretion for the following reasons:

A. Claims Related to Fine for Inclusion of Unapproved Charges/Fees

Section 1.4 of Attachment O of the RFP provides, "Any charges/fees added to the called party's bill

without the express written consent of GDC shall incur a fine of $350.00 per day from the date the

additional charges/fees were first added through the date the charges/fees were discontinued." In

response to this section, Telmate requested modification of this provision to provide for the assessment of

a fine upon notification of an unapproved assessment of fees rather than upon the initial date of

See Id.
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assessment. Securus argues this was a material change to the terms of the solicitation because it alleges

that Telmate would take on much less financial risk than other vendors that agreed to the provision.

During my review of this issue, I learned from the Issuing Officer that GDC's consultant, Praeses, will be

responsible for reviewing the bills for services provided under this contract in detail on a regular basis.

According to the Issuing Officer, Praeses indicated to the evaluation team that it would identity any

unauthorized fees within a very short timeline (around 24 hours). Given this information, I cannot

conclude that this deviation was material or that the evaluation team abused its discretion in reaching its

conclusion.

B. Claims Related to Sufficiency of Response

Securus argues that Telmate 's responses for certain mandatory scored questions included in Attachment J

and Attachment L are not sufficient because they do not provide adequate detail.5
The instructions for responding to Attachment J and Attachment L are as follows:

Contractor's proposal must follow the format of this RFP. A complete response to each section

and numbered item must be provided. If Contractor is in full compliance with the section or

numbered item. Contractor's response shall be, "Read, agree and will comply." Otherwise,

Contractor's response shall be, "Read and do not comply" and shall include a detailed

explanation of non-compliance. Several highlighted sections and numbered items of this RFP

require additional explanation by Contractor. Provide exhibits and/or visual aids for the

highlighted sections which clearly reference the specific section and numbered item. Contractors

shall combine all exhibits and/or visual aids in response to each Attachment of this RFP into one

comprehensive document.

In the Offeror's conference, the Issuing Officer clarified that certain questions could be considered to be

"forward looking" and that the successful offeror would be able to provide certain specified information

at a future time upon Notice of Award.6 This supports Telmate's interpretation of the RFP instructions
for responding to Attachment J and Attachment L. The Q&A document that was posted after the

Offeror's Conference provides additional information relating to responding to mandatory scored

questions. The question posed in the Q&A was whether it was acceptable for an offeror to provide a

more detailed response for an unhighlighted requirement. The response to the Q&A indicated that should

a requirement request a more detailed response, it was necessary to include such a response in the

'Contractor's Response' box (as opposed to a separate attachment).

As provided in the Q&A document, "Any changes to the RFP must occur through a published addendum

(or through publication of a new version of the RFP in Team Georgia Marketplace)."7 Since the RFP was
not amended to include additional instructions, I cannot justify disqualifying Telmate simply for

5 See Securus Protest "Call Forwarding and Three-Way Calling Prevention" (pages 9-10); "Call Acceptance/Interruption" (page 12); "Automatic
Phone Tree Fraud Prevention" (pages 16-17); Paid/Debit Application

6 See Transcript of Bidders'/Offerors' Pre-Bid Conference (Aug. 1, 2013), p 40.

7 See Offeror Questions & Answers- Part 3 (page 1).
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following the instructions provided in the RFP, especially since it appears that Securus interpreted the

RFP instructions in a similar manner, as Securus responded to at least one question that could be

interpreted as requesting additional information simply with "Read Agree and Will Comply".8
Based on my review, it appears that Telmate responded to questions as specified in the RFP instmctions,

and provided additional information in the form of an attachment for shaded questions. With regards to

questions that called for specific information, after discussing the evaluation team's approach with the

Issuing Officer, it appears that the evaluation team evaluated responses based on all sections of the

vendor's proposal addressing the topic at hand, as well as the product demonstration. This approach was

taken for all responses, so no vendor received a competitive advantage.

In conclusion, I find no evidence that demonstrates that the evaluation team was unreasonable in its

determination that Telmate's responses were sufficient.

C. Storage of Recordings

Section 1.9 of Attachment K of the RFP requires that the Contractor store all call recordings online for a

minimum period of 2 years and offline for a period of 2 years following the expiration or termination of

the subsequent Contract and any Addenda and/or Amendments.

Securus argues that Telmate failed to comply with this requirement because Telmate included additional

language in Telmate's Additional Scored Response Document indicating that Telmate would only

"discuss" providing storage beyond termination.

Telmate's response provides: "Telmate will store all call recordings and associated data for the life of the

contract, plus any extensions. We will be happy to arrange an additional extension as desired by Georgia

DOC."9

Since Telmate unequivocally stated that Telmate would comply with the requirement under Attachment

K, and Telmate did not qualify its response by only agreeing to "discuss" arranging an additional

extension, it does not appear that the evaluation team was unreasonable in its judgment that Telmate's

response complied with the terms of the RFP.

D. Claims Related to Subcontractors:

Securus next argues that Telmate failed to comply with Attachment G, Section 1.3 by not disclosing its

subcontractors10 and failed to comply with Attachment N, Section 1.5 by failing to provide the names and
resumes of any subcontractors." Telmate's response acknowledges inconsistency within its proposal, and

8 See Eg: Securus response to Attachment 0, Section 1.8.1

9 See Telmate Additional Scored Response, Page 56.

10 Attachment G, Section 1.3 provides "If any third party will be supporting your bid by providing software or professional services, please
disclose that information at this time and provide some background on their relationship with Contractor. Define what role they will have from

both an implementation and on-going support perspective."

11 Attachment N, Section 1.5 provides "Contractor shall provide the names and resumes of Contractor's employees, consultants, and
subcontractors which will be involved in providing the requirements in this RFP and Contract."
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argues that the inconsistency involved an innocent mistake and that the requirement was a technicality
that could be waived by GDC.

The issue turns around whether Telmate's inconsistent response could be treated as an immaterial
deviation. The case of R.D. Brown Contractors, Inc. v. Bd of Educ. of Columbia County. 280 Ga. 210

(2006), involved a similar situation where a bidder failed to meet a mandatory requirement of identifying
subcontractors who would be providing services under a public contract. The Georgia Supreme Court

held that the local board of education in that case maintained the authority to determine what constituted

material conformity with the invitation for bids, as the board developed the solicitation requirements, and
the solicitation did not state or suggest that the list was material. While R.D. Brown Contractors involved

sealed bidding conducted pursuant to Title 36, the decision's reasoning is relevant to competitive
procurements conducted under Title 50, as the Georgia Procurement Manual and the RFP contain similar

requirements related to responsiveness and the ability to waive technicalities and informalities.12
As in R.D. Brown, the list of subcontractors for the Inmate Telephone Contract is subject to change, with

GDC's permission. As clarified by GDC during the Pre-Bid Conference13 as well as in Response to
Q&A14, the RFP allows for the successful vendor to identify technicians after contract award, so it would
have been possible for Telmate to initially identify those individuals after a Notice of Intent to Award was

issued. Pursuant to paragraph K(8) of the Contract, entitled "Use of Third Parties", GDC maintains

authority to approve subcontractors, making it possible for subcontractors to be added and removed.

Securus argues that Telmate's failure to indicate the potential subcontractors on its Immigration &
Security Affidavit constitutes a material deviation. The Immigration & Security affidavit form that was

posted with the procurement was developed by DOAS and was removed from use on August 31, 2013, as

the Georgia Department of Audits and Accounts maintains the authority to create the affidavit forms

required under the Georgia Security and Immigration Compliance Act.15 At that time, the RFP should
have been updated to replace the DOAS e-verify affidavit with the Georgia Department of Audits and

Accounts affidavit. The failure to update the affidavit is a harmless error, as GDC met the basic

requirements of the law by utilizing the DOAS e-verify affidavit, and may obtain a properly executed

Department of Audits and Accounts e-verify affidavit form from the vendor prior to entering into the
contract. The Department of Audits and Accounts affidavit form does not contain a requirement to

identify subcontractors on the affidavit, so the failure to indicate subcontractors on the DOAS affidavit is
immaterial.

I would also note that minimal point values were assigned to the responses involving subcontractors.

Based on Securus's calculations, the maximum number of points that could be deducted from Telmate's

score based on these errors would be 1 point. After reducing Telmate's technical score by 1 point,
Telmate would remain as the apparent successful vendor.

12 See Georgia Procurement Manual, Sections 5.6.2.1. See Also eRFP 46700-GDC0000609 Section 6.2.1.

13 See Transcript of Offeror's Pre-Bid Conference (Aug. 1, 2013) at Page 46 "We anticipate, actually, because you have to service the entire state

and all facilities that if you don't have the locations throughout the state you will need to hire some technicians, and so, potentially, that would

come after award."

" See GDC Response to Offeror Questions & Answers (July 16, 2013) at page 22.

15 O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91(b)(6) "No later than August 1, 2011, the Departments of Audits and Accounts shall create and post on its website form

affidavits for the federal work authorization program."
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E. Claims Related to References

Securus and GTL contend that Telmate's proposal was non-compliant because the services provided by

Telmate to its identified references were insufficient in that they were not comparable to the services

sought under the RFP. As required under the RFP, Telmate provided three references that were current

customers and had been under contract with Telmate for a minimum of a year. With regards to the

evaluation of those references and the determination that the services are provided are of a comparable

nature and otherwise responsive, I find no reason to substitute my judgment for that of the GDC who has

managed the inmate telephone contract for a dozen years.

F. Claims Related to Requirements to Provide Specific Data and Reports

The RFP provides that the Contractor must provide certain files and reports, and specifies the information

to be contained in these files and reports.

In certain responses requesting that specific data be provided in a specific file or report, Telmate

responded "Read and do not comply", explaining that it would provide all required information, but that

the information would be included in a different report. In other responses requesting data, Telmate

responded that it was unable to provide specific information because the technology proposed by Telmate

did not necessitate that information.

Securus argues that Telmate's responses of "read and do not comply" constitutes an admission of material

noncompliance with mandatory scored questions, I disagree. It appears that conflicting information was

provided in the RFP and the Q&A document with regards to the appropriate way respond when noting a

deviation (be it minor or major). The instructions in the Q & A document instruct the Contractor to enter

"Read, agree, and will comply" if the Contractor can comply with the requirement with minor deviation

or modification. The instructions at the beginning of Attachment O of the RFP, however, provide, "If

Contractor is in full compliance with the section or numbered item, Contractor's response shall be, "Read,

agree and will comply." Otherwise, Contractor's response shall be, "Read and do not comply" and shall

include a detailed explanation of non-compliance. . ."

The Q&A document clearly states that the "document is intended for informational purposes only. Any

changes to the RFP must occur through a published addendum. . ." Since the RFP was not updated via an

addendum with the instructions provided in the Q&A, I cannot find fault with Telmate complying with

the explicit instructions found in the RFP document, and I find no support for Securus 's assertion that a

response of "read and do not comply" necessarily compels a finding of an admitted material deviation.

I find no evidence that the evaluation team acted irrationally in determining that a supplier's proposal to

provide information in a different format than specified in the RFP document constituted an immaterial

deviation. GDC understands how it will utilize the information requested in the RFP, and would be in the

best position to determine as to whether it would be able to utilize the information in the format proposed

by Telmate. Likewise, GDC would be in the best position to determine whether the requirement proposed

by Telmate was unnecessary due to the technology proposed.
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3. Claims Related to Scoring

Securus and GTL raise multiple issues related to the scoring of proposals by the evaluation team.

Pursuant to the GPM, the evaluation team must score a response where a deviation has been determined

to be immaterial, as though no deviation had occurred.16 As I discussed earlier, the evaluation team
evaluated responses based on all parts of the vendor's proposal addressing the topic at hand.

The standard for reviewing the evaluation of proposals is one of deference to any reasonable judgment of

the evaluation team.17 Accordingly, assuming for the sake of argument that Securus and GTL are
perfectly reasonable in their arguments regarding point allocations, a reasonable disagreement with the

evaluation team provides no basis for reversing the evaluation team's allocation of points under the

standard of deference set forth in the IBM case. Under that standard, any rational (even if disagreeable)

score will be sustained. Securus and GTL have not shown that the scores are irrational- only that they

think that they should have received higher scores or that Telmate should have received lower scores.

Adopting the IBM standard of deference has been a consistent position of DOAS and I see no basis to

abandon that standard now.18

With regards to GTL's claims of scoring discrepancies, I find that the minor scoring inconsistency

referenced by GTL does not necessitate a determination that the evaluation process was flawed. This

error was identified and corrected, and no further evidence was presented by GTL of any other errors.

4. Claims Related to Additional Fees

Both GTL and Securus assert that Telmate's proposal should be disqualified because Telmate proposed

charging unauthorized fees. In response to Mandatory Question number 4.4 which states that "Contractor

shall not impose any fees other than those that are approved by GDC and identified in this RFP,"

Telmate stated "Read, agree, and will comply."

Because of the potential inconsistency created by reference to fees in other sections of Telmate's

response, GDC sought clarification from Telmate. During evaluation, a state entity may seek written

clarification from any supplier regarding the contents of the supplier's proposal. Such request for

clarification may be made when a supplier's response contains conflicting information or is so ambiguous

that it is possible for a reasonable person to attribute different meanings to the ambiguous portion of the

supplier's response.19 In response to the clarification request, Telmate affirmatively agreed to remove all
fees included in its response that were not specified as allowable in the RFP, with no resulting change to

its cost proposal. Telmate's clarification was accepted and became part of its proposal. I find that the

16 See Georgia Procurement Manual, § 5.6.2.1

17 See IBM v. DOAS 265 6a. 215 (1995)

19 See Georgia Procurement Manual, Section 5.6.4
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clarification sought by GDC was within its discretion, as it clarified a potential inconsistency in Telmate's

proposal.

5. Claims Related to Multinle Commission Rates

Securus asserts that Telmate offered multiple commission rates in violation of the RFP.

Telmate's proposal referenced an optional mobile bill product that is still under development. The product

allows called parties to choose to have the cost of the call billed directly to their mobile phone at a

reduced commission rate. GDC does not intend to procure that service, so the 40% commission rate will

not be applicable and is a moot issue. In any case, in the event of a conflict between a supplier's proposal

and the RFP, the terms of the RFP control.

6. Claims Related to Pass/Fail Requirements

Securus asserts that Telmate's response to a mandatory question that required Telmate to affirm that a

technician would be within two hours of each facility, was inaccurate. Although Telmate responded in

the affirmative to that question, in the additional scored question, Telmate identified how it proposed to

satisfy the two-hour requirement; however, there were three instances where Telmate did not identify a

technician within two hours of a facility. In the offerors conference, GDC confirmed that the question

was "forward looking", and GDC confirmed this understanding in a written response to a vendor question

that was posted to the Georgia Procurement Registry.20 GDC requested a clarification from Telmate,
where Telmate confirmed its response to the mandatory question that it would comply with the two-hour

response time requirement. As the standard in R.D. Brown provides that the procuring entity maintains

broad authority to determine what constitutes material conformity with the terms of the solicitation, and

GDC's determination does not appear to be unreasonable, as GDC confirmed that subcontractors did not

need to be identified until after a successful offeror had been identified and then sought confirmation of

Telmate's understanding of the 2-hour requirement, I cannot conclude that the evaluation team made an

unreasonable determination that Telmate's response materially conformed to the terms of the RFP.

7. Claims Related to the FCC Order

After the RFP was released, but prior to the due date for responses, the FCC issued an order on interstate

inmate calling services rates.

GTL asserts that GDC should not make an award at this time and rebid the contract at a later date because

there is too much uncertainty regarding the interpretation of the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) Order relating to whether telecommunications companies may take a commission on interstate

calling revenue collected from inmates. GDC reviewed the order and made the determination to move

forward, providing direction for bidders to include interstate calls in the gross revenue that will be

included in commissions. All vendors were in the same position with regards to this issue, and as with

20 Vendor Question: Can the specific information on the technicians maintaining, servicing and performing work be provided after award?

GDC Answer; If you are hiring or subcontracting technicians to maintain, service and perform any work as the result of the contract award, this

information can be provided after the award. If you already have personnel identified, please include the specifics in your response.
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any contract, future modifications may be necessary depending on the conditions of the marketplace or

changes in the law.

Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, I find no justification set forth by either protesting party meriting

the cancellation or revision of the Notice of Intent to Award. The protests are hereby denied.

Sincerely,

Leslie Lowe

Deputy Commissioner

cc: Chuck Smith, Jan Pytelewski
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Subcontractor Affidavit under O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91(b)(3)

By executing this affidavit, the undersigned subcontractor verifies its compliance with O.C.G.A.

§ 13-10-91, stating affirmatively that the individual, firm or corporation which is engaged in the

physical performance of services under a contract with Humana Employers Health Plan of Georgia,

Inc. on behalf of Georgia Department of Community Health has registered with, is authorized to use

and uses the federal work authorization program commonly known as E-Verify, or any subsequent

replacement program, in accordance with the applicable provisions and deadlines established in

O.C.G.A. § 13-10-91. Furthermore, the undersigned subcontractor will continue to use the federal

work authorization program throughout the contract period and the undersigned subcontractor will

contract for the physical performance of services in satisfaction of such contract only with sub-

subcontractors who present an affidavit to the subcontractor with the information required by O.C.G.A.

§ 13- 10-9 1(b). Additionally, the undersigned subcontractor will forward notice of the receipt of an

affidavit from a sub-subcontractor to the contractor within five business days of receipt. If the

undersigned subcontractor receives notice that a sub-subcontractor has received an affidavit from any

other contracted sub-subcontractor, the undersigned subcontractor must forward, within five business

days of receipt, a copy of the notice to the contractor. Subcontractor hereby attests that its federal

work authorization user identification number and date of authorization are as follows:

155846 	

Federal Work Authorization User Identification Number

October 1, 2008

Date of Authorization

Beacon Health Strategies, FLC

Name of Subcontractor

GA Families & GA Families 360° Care Management Organization

Name of Project

Georgia Department of Community Health

Name of Public Employer

I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on April 24. 2015 in Norfolk. Virginia.

^ iL' —
Signature of Authorized Officer or Agent

Douglas Thompson. EVP & Chief Financial Officer

Printed Name and Title of Authorized Officer or Agent

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE ME

ON ^l^SfHE 24th ^DAY OF April . 2015.

OA* .7U), , . i) /

NOTARY PUBLKL-/ ^
My Commission Expires: ^ ..0^° A %

y ^ i
%
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